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Date:

September 19, 2008

Memo to: Jin Wang, Project Coordinator
Provincial and Environmental Planning Office
Ministry of Transportation
From:

Trevor Bingler, Manager – Growth Policy
Ontario Growth Secretariat
Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure

Subject:

Ontario Growth Secretariat’s Comments on the GTA-West Corridor Environmental
Assessment: Overview of Transportation and Economic Conditions (July 2008
version)

We appreciate the opportunity to provide you with our comments on the GTA-West Corridor
Environmental Assessment: Overview of Transportation and Economic Conditions (July 2008
version). After reviewing the draft document, we are glad to see the progress of this project that
you have made so far, and look forward to continuing our participation in this important EA
study process.
For your information, the Ontario Growth Secretariat has released a background paper, Planning
for Employment in the Greater Golden Horseshoe, in May 2008. This background paper is a first
step in the assessment of land use planning for employment that was committed to in the Growth
Plan. The Secretariat is currently reviewing all the comments received on the background paper,
and moving forward with developing the next pieces in the assessment. We will keep you posted
on the progress of this initiative as the issue of employment lands has implications to the work of
GTA-West Corridor EA Study.
In general, the Overview of Transportation and Economic Conditions is consistent with the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe. However, some specific comments are provided
below. Please also note that the recommended changes regarding the Growth Plan should also be
applied to the Overview of Environmental Conditions and Constraints document.
COMMENTS
For your information, the former Ministry of Public Infrastructure Renewal is now the Ministry
of Energy and Infrastructure. Please make the changes accordingly throughout the Growth Plan.
On page 10, the 1st paragraph under 2.3.2 Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, it
states that the GGH region is the fastest-growing region in Canada. This should be verified as it
is arguable (e.g. Calgary region). Otherwise, please revise it to “one of the fastest-growing
regions in Canada.”

Please remove the 2nd paragraph re: Sub-Area Growth Strategies under 2.3.2 Growth Plan for the
Greater Golden Horseshoe, as this is based on an old draft version of Growth Plan.
On page 11, the 2nd paragraph, the 2nd sentence:
• Typo: “The Growth Plan identifies that …”
On page 14, 2.4 Municipal Policy:
• For your information, all the municipalities are currently undertaking a conformity
exercise to bring their official plans into the conformity with the Growth Plan. As you
may know, the deadline for this exercise is June 2009. Please note that in case of any
conflict between an official plan and the Growth Plan, the latter prevails.
On page 14, under 2.4.1 County of Wellington Official Plan, the total population number, 85,000,
is a 2001 figure, yet the figure used for Guelph under 2.4.2, is not a 2001 figure. It will be
helpful to use comparable figures.
On page 84, under 5.1.2 Major Growth Centres:
• In the 2nd paragraph, the 2nd sentence: Remove the word, “medium.”
• In the 3rd paragraph, replace “the Places to Grow Report” with “the Growth Plan.”
On page 85, the information regarding the four urban growth centres is misleading. Urban
growth centres are generally part of the downtowns and smaller in scale. The proposed UGC
boundary delineations are provided in the technical paper, titled, Proposed Size and Location of
Urban Growth Centres in the Greater Golden Horseshoe (Spring 2008). The Ministry of Energy
and Infrastructure and the municipalities are currently working together to finalize the UGC
boundaries. At the meantime, please use the information provided in the above noted technical
paper, and revise the bullets as follow:
• Downtown Brampton UGC is a significant regional transportation and transit node. It
covers about 245 hectares and has an approximate density of 65 people and jobs per
hectare in 2001. The density target by 2031 is 200 people and jobs per hectare.
• Downtown Milton UGC covers about 150 hectares with an approximate density of 35
people and jobs per hectare in 2001. The density target by 2031 is 200 people and jobs
per hectare.
• Downtown Guelph UGC covers about 115 hectares with an approximate density of 95
people and jobs per hectare in 2001. The density target by 2031 is 150 people and jobs
per hectare.
• The Vaughan Corporate Centre UGC covers about 160 hectares with an approximate
density of 15 people and jobs per hectare in 2001. The density target by 2031 is 200
people and jobs per hectare.
On page 85, Exhibit 5.2: Urban Growth Centres in the Greater Golden Horseshoe:
• Please replace the map with the Schedule 4 – Urban Growth Centres of the Growth Plan,
and add a zoom-in box to highlight the preliminary study area for the GTA-West
Transportation Corridor EA Study.
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On page 98, under 6.1.7 Demographic Growth: it is not clear how the population number of
750,000 and the employment number of 390,000 between 2006 and 2031 are calculated. The
numbers should be consistent with Schedule 3 of the Growth Plan, and an explanation should be
provided.
On page 99, the 4th paragraph, the 3rd sentence: Remove the word, “medium.”
On page 99, make the changes to the four bullets regarding the four urban growth centres
according to the comments on page 85.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to provide input. If you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to contact myself at 416-325-5794 or e-mail to trevor.bingler@ontario.ca.
To access any of the Growth Plan documents listed in this memo, please visit our website at
www.placestogrow.ca.
Sincerely,

Trevor Bingler
Manager – Growth Policy

CC:

Neil Ahmed, Consultant Project Manager
McCormick Rankin Corporation
Ron Glenn, Director (A) – Growth Policy, Planning and Analysis
Ontario Growth Secretariat
Joe Perrotta, Manager – Urban Planning Office
Ministry of Transportation
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CFN 38974

BY MAIL AND EMAIL (MBricks@ecoplans.com)
Mr. Mike Bricks
Ecoplans Limited
2655 North Sheridan Way, Suite 280
Mississauga, ON L5K 2P8
Dear Mr. Bricks:
Re:

Response to Draft Overview of Environmental Conditions and Constraints and
Overview of Transportation and Economic Conditions
GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment (Guelph to Vaughan)
Individual EnvironmentalAssessment (EA)
Etobicoke, Mimico, Humber and Don Watersheds

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) staff received the GTA West Corridor
Environmental Assessment, Draft Overview of Environmental Conditiors and Constraints report,
and Overview of Transportation and Economic Conditions report, both dated July 2008, on
August 12,2008. It is our understanding that the purpose of this study is to examine long-term
transportation needs to address future growth in the GTA from arproximately Highway 400 west
to the Guelph area.
It is staff's understanding that ttis EA process involves 2 stages. The firststage, which is
currently undeway, examines "Alternatives to" and involves developing a Terms of Reference
(TOR),area transportation system planning, and preliminary panning. The second stage will
examine "Alternative methods" and involves the development, assessment and evaluation of
alternative methods of carrying out the Transportation Development Strategy (TDS). The TOR
was approved by the Ontario Ministry of the Envitonment (MOE) on March 4,2008.
TRCA staff has reviewed the abovenoted reports and detailed comments are provided in
Appendix A. Both documents provide a thorough review of the natural and sociueconomic
features within the study corridor. As illustrated in the Environmental Conditions and
Constraints report, there are veryfew wetlands, densely wooded areas and Areas of Natural and
Scientific Interest (ANSI), for example, left within TRCA's jurisdiction. It is therefore imperative
that the remaining natural features and their corridors remain protected. Staff will continue to
be involved as this EA is developedto ensure that these natural features are protected and to
provide input to ensure development of the best possible solution.
Please ensure that staff is notified of any upcoming public meetings and advisory group
meetings, and that we receive six (6) hard copies and one (1) digital copy, in pdf form, of any
reports that follow. Please also provide a response to this letter using the numberng scheme
provided in this letter that identifies how these comments have been addressed.

Member of Conservation Ontario
5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3N IS4 (416)661-6600 FAX 661-6898 www.trca.on.ca
?
.0
,

Should you have any questions, please contact me at extension 5217 or by email at
bwilliston@trca.on.ca.

Manager, Environmental Assessments
Planning and Development

BY EMAIL
cc:
Ecoplans:
MTO:

MRC:
Brampton:
Caledon:
TRCA:

Katie Bright ~Briaht@eco~lans.com)
Jin Wang (Jin.Wana@ontario.ca)
Heide Garbot (Heide.Garbot@ontario.ca)
Neil Ahmed (NAhmed@mrc.ca)
Chris Duyvestyn (chris.duyes~n@ci~.bram~ton.on.c~
David Atkins @avid.Atkins@caledon.ca)
Carolyn Woodland, Director, Planning and Development
Quentin Hanchard, Manager, Development, Planningand Regulation
Bill Kiru, Manager, Development, Planning and Regulation
Chandra Sharma, Etobicoke/MimicoWatershedSpecialist
Gary Wilkins, Humber Rver Watershed Specialist
Amy Thurston, Don Watershed Specialist
David Burnett, Manager, Provincial and Regional Policy

F:/Mernplate Letters138974- EA Draft Overview
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APPENDIX A: TRCA COMMENTS
Draft Overview of Environmental Conditions and Constraints
1. Section 3.3, Surface Water, describes 4 watersheds (Humber River, Credit River, Sixteen
Mile Creek, Eramosa River) that comprise nearly 75% of the Preliminary Study Area,
Although Etobicoke Creek, Mimico Creek and the Don River represent smaller watersheds,
maintaining and improving the health and function of thesesystems is extremely important.
These watersheds form and contribute to many of the significant natural heritage features
that still exist within the jurisdiction. Consideration and protection of these natural features
will need to be incorporated into the EA as it is developed.

A clear understanding of the existing conditions and constraints within the T E A
watersheds is required to help develop a sustainable growth plan that will not create or
increase natural hazards. Section 7 of the report makes reference to the report card on the
health of the Humber River Watershed and to thehurnber River Watershed Plan. Please
ensure that all relevant TRCA policies, regulations and reports are incluckd in the EA to
ensure that there is an accurate and completeunderstanding of each of the areas within the
study area. For instance, there is no reference to the Etobicoke, Mimico or Don watershed
reports, all of which can be found under "Protecting Our Watel' on the TRCA website at
www.trca.on.ca. Reference should also be made to the TWA Valley and Stream Corridor
Management Program, October 1994, which outlines infrastructure and servicing
requirements to allow for continuous greenspace corridors and prevent, eliminate or
minimize the threat of life and property caused by flooding, erosion and slope instability.

3.' Section 3.6.6 of the report briefly discusses Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA), but
does not discuss details of these areas. Please include in the report further information
regarding ESA's, as they will be important to identify when determining the prefened
alternative.
4. Discussion regarding Special Policy Areas (SPA) appears to be missing in the report.

Please include a discussion on SPA'S as the location of these areas may result in impacts to
the preferred alternative.
5. TRCA staff was recently on site with staff of the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) to stake
new Provincially Significant Wetlands (PSW), north of Mayfield Road and north of the Heart
Lake Wetland Complex It was determined during the site visit that at least one new wetland
may become part of this complex, along with several otherwetlands further north on the
Mayfield West lands. The status of these wetlands will be determined once MNR completes
their analysis and report. Ultimately, there may be additional PSW's identijed than what is
shown in the report.
6. Exhibit 3-5, Aquatic Resources, shows the West Humber Aver watercourses as all being
warm water. Please contact the Ministry of Natural %sources (MNR) for an updated map.

Mr. Bricks
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TRCA, in partnership with the Region of Peel, has been conducting the Regional
Watersheds Monitoring Program for the past several years, The kgion of Peel and TRCA
will also be conducting additional groundwater, surface water and aquatc monitoring within
the areas of Boyce's Creek and Centreville Creekas part of the monitoring requirements for
water takings due to future development within the Town of Caledon. These watercourses
provide important terrestrial and aquatic habitat as part of the headwaters of the Humber
River watershed. Please provide some discussion in the EA regarding sensitive headwater
areas.
8. Once the preferred solution and design is determined, please use aUtreatmenttraini'

approach to deal with stormwater runoff from proposed structures. Further comments will
be provided as the EA is developed.
9. Section 4.1.3.1 - Municipal Development Pressures, identifies several areas within TR3A's

jurisdiction in which development is expected to take place. In addition to those areas
shown in the report (pages 70-75), there are a number of areas in Brampton which should
also be considered. There are 2 large block plans (Areas F and H), south of Castlemore
Road that will be developed in the next few years. There are also 3other Block Plan areas
between Countryside Drive and Mayfield Road that are in the Planning process, and will
likely be developed within the next 5 to 10 years. In essence, all remaining undeveloped
areas from Heart Lake Fbad west to Highway 50 are within the current urban fabric. All of
these are now within Block PlanlMESPlSecondary Plan areas. Although the speed of
development within these areas will be better determined through Peel's future Places to
Grow (Growth Plan) conformity exercise, a major irfrastructure project like this should
consider the full build-out scenario which is planned, and is not that many years away
(before 2021). Please contact the City of Brampton for further details regarding proposed
development plans.
In Caledon, the Mayfield West community located east of Highway 10 north of Mayfield is a
large new community that should be taken into account, Initial phases of construction of
this community are now underway. Phase 2 of this community, located to the west of
Highway 10, north of Mayfield is in the planning process. Exact numbers for anticipated
populations will be refined through their Growth Plan conformity exercise, however, a
population of approximately 20,000 is anticipated for this community by 2021.
The report also identifies the 'Solmar' proposal on Page 73. Although this is likely on hold at
present time, Caledon has initiated a Bolton - South Albion study to look at potential
commercial/industriaI expansion. The Town of Caledon is also examining population
intensification opportunities for Bolton as part of their growth management planning
exercise. Please contact the Town of Caledon for further information regarding proposed
development plans.
10. TRCA property is located throughout TRCA's jurisdiction. These lands form an integral part
of the landscape and provide natural heritage linkages. Discussion should be included in
the EA that identifies these areas such that they can be avoided as the "alternative to" and
"alternative methods" are developed.
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March 13, 2009
BY MAIL AND EMAIL (MBricks@ecoplans.com)
Mr. Mike Bricks
Ecoplans Limited
2655 North Sheridan Way, Suite 280
Mississauga, ON L5K 2P8

Dear Mr. Bricks:
Re:

Response
Information
GTA West
Individual
Etobicoke,

to Problems and Opportunities
Discussion Paper and Notice of Public
Centre #2
Corridor Environmental
Assessment (Guelph to Vaughan)
Environmental
Assessment (EA)
Mimico, Humber and Don Watersheds

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
Opportunities Discussion Paper on January
#2 on February 13, 2009. TRCA staff (Beth
(RMG) meeting held on February 12, 2009

(TRCA) staff received the GTA West Corridor, Problems and
27,2009 and the Notice of Public Information Centre (PIC)
Williston) attended the Regulatory Agency Advisory Group
at which time the Discussion Paper was presented.

The purpose of the GTA West study is to examine long-term transportation needs to address future
growth in the GTA from approximately Highway 400 west to the Guelph area. The Terms of Reference
was approved by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and the study is currently in the first stage of
review which includes area transportation system planning and preliminary planning. This Discussion
Paper addresses factors influencing transportation system demand, including government policy
documents, the economy, trade, tourism and recreation, and related planning initiatives for the Greater
Golden Horseshoe. The paper also assesses market-based transportation problems and the potential
effects on social, economic and environmental conditions, as well as opportunities to support and protect
the environment, economy and communities. TRCA staff has reviewed the above-noted discussion paper
and detailed comments are provided in Appendix A.
Regarding PIC #2, while staff is unable to attend, please forward one copy of any handouts or display
materials from this meeting for our files. Please include a digital copy of all materials as part of your
submission.
In addition, please ensure that staff is notified of any upcoming public meetings and advisory group
meetings, and that we receive six (6) hard copies and one (1) digital copy, in pdf form, of any reports that
follow. Please also provide a response to this letter using the numbering scheme provided in this letter
that identifies how these comments have been addressed.
u have any questions, please contact me at extension 5217 or by email at
n.ca.

lon,
.8,
,RPP
ager, Environmental Assessments
Planning and Development

SL/

Member of Conservation Ontario
a.1.cO ••.
~

5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3N 1S4 (416) 661-6600

FAX 661-6898

www.trca.on.ca
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Mr. Bricks

BY EMAIL
cc:
Ecoplans:
MTO:
MRC:
Brampton:
Caledon:
TRCA:
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Katie Bright (KBright@ecoplans.com)
Jin Wang (Jin.Wang@ontario.ca)
Heide Garbot (Heide.Garbot@ontario.ca)
Neil Ahmed (NAhmed@mrc.ca)
Chris Duyvestyn (chris.duyvestyn@city.brampton.on.ca)
David Atkins (David.Atkins@caledon.ca)
Carolyn Woodland, Director, Planning and Development
Quentin Hanchard, Manager, Development, Planning and Regulation
Bill Kiru, Manager, Development, Planning and Regulation
Chandra Sharma, Etobicoke/Mimico Watershed Specialist
Gary Wilkins, Humber River Watershed Specialist
Amy Thurston, Don Watershed Specialist
David Burnett, Manager, Provincial and Regional Policy
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Mr. Bricks
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APPENDIX A: TRCA COMMENTS
1.

The GTA West corridor is tied to Regional and Local Official Plans however, it also. needs to be tied to
the regional and.local Transportation and Transit Master Plans and the Metrolinx Transportation Plan.
Please ensure this is addressed in future reports.

2.

The reduction of carbon emissions should be considered as part of this study.
carbon footprint management and include a prediction of future trends.

3.

Sustainability is not mentioned in the report however, it was discussed at the RAAG meeting that
TRCA staff would provide a definition for transportation management purposes. With the growth
rates in the in the GTA that are expected over the next 25 years, it is imperative that transportation
infrastructure projects provide benefits for each of the four pillars of sustainability - the natural, social
cultural and economic environments. In the GTA West lEA, we will be looking for strategies toward
sustainability that recognize our objectives, as cited in the TRCA's Strategic Plan Summary, Moving
Toward the Living City:

Please consider

"Sustainability means living respectfully within the natural system. A sustainable society lives within
its environmental means. It mimics nature by using only renewable energy and resources, and by
returning 'resources', not 'garbage' or'pollutants', to the environment. It seeks creative synergies
among the needs of the environment, human society and the economy, and understands their
interconnections. "
. 4.

Please ensure that the Clean Water Act is discussed as part of the study, as this needs to be tied to
the review of stormwater management.

5.

Please consider creating a multi-functional corridor in which all forms of transportation including
road, transit, rail, hydrolines, etc., are designed in this one feature. This will limit disturbance to
existing natural features by keeping the disturbed area to one corridor and not several.

6.

Section 5.3.2, People Movement - Inter-regional Commuting Problems, discusses limited integration
between local and inter-regional transit systems. Although this study is working towards a solution to
the greater transit/transportation problem, it is important to recognize that alternate forms of
transportation, such as cycling, also need to be discussed and included in regional community plans
for connection points at relevant transit links. Although active transportation may not "fit" within the
greater scope of this study, if a truly integrated system is what the regions are striving to achieve,
then all modes of transportation need to be discussed and the regions need to ensure their
transportation plans incorporate designs for alternate forms of transportation.

7.

Exhibit 5: Opportunities Framework, speaks in very general terms to the environment. A stronger
approach needs to be taken when it comes to the preferred solution, design and location of the GTA
West Corridor. Significant environmental features such as Provincially Significant Wetlands,
significant woodlands, Areas of Natural and Scientific Interest, watercourses, natural hazards and
valley lands for instance need to be considered and heavily weighed, as many of these features have
already been impacted or lost within highly developed areas, such as within the Greater Toronto Area
(GTA). TRCA staff attempt to protect and rehabilitate what features remain. It is imperative that these
systems and ecological functions be protected and impacts minimized to the extent possible.

Mr. Bricks
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8.

Exhibit 5: Opportunities Framework, identifies development of Urban Growth Centres, such as the
Brampton City Centre. A significant portion of the Brampton downtown core falls within the flood
plain and Special Policy Area (SPA) in which development restrictions and flood related requirements
have been established. Please consider development restrictions based on natural hazards as they
may have an impact on proposed plans for the corridor study. Updated modeling will be available
upon request to identify preliminary issues related to existing hazards.

,9.

TRCA staff meets on a regular basis with local and regional municipalities on Master Plan and Official
Plan updates. It was discussed at the RAAG meeting that TRCA and other Conservation Authority
(CA) staff would be willing to meet with this project groupto'ensur~CA
interests are addressed as the
project proceeds through the various stages. .
.

April 30, 2009

Project Number: 109393

Beth Williston, H.BA, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Environmental Assessments
Planning and Development
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
5 Shoreham Drive
Downsview, ON M3N 1S4
Dear Ms. Williston:
Re:

Response to Comments on the Problems and Opportunities Discussion Paper
GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment (Guelph to Vaughan) Individual Environmental Assessment

Thank you for the comments on the Problems and Opportunities Discussion Paper outlined in your March 13, 2009 letter.
Agency input is an important component of the consultation process. This letter provides responses to those comments.
1. We agree with your comment. The GTA West Corridor is indeed tied to regional and local Transportation and
Transit Master Plans as well as the Metrolinx Regional Transportation Plan. This was explained in the Public
Information Centre (PIC) #2 materials (available on the project website at www.gta-west.com/consultation.html)
and will continue to be emphasized in future reports. At the end of Stage 1 of the GTA West Study, the
Recommended Transportation Strategy will most likely include proposed works as planned by others, including
municipalities, GO Transit and Metrolinx.
2. We agree that the reduction of carbon emissions need to be considered as a part of the GTA West Corridor
Individual EA. Greenhouse gas emissions and the effects of air emissions on local/regional air quality will be
considered at a planning level in this phase of the study and in future study phases, in greater detail.
3. As was presented at the Regulatory Agency Advisory Group (RAAG) meeting on February 12, 2009, the study’s
goals and objectives are based on the pillars of sustainability – namely environment, community and economy.
As such, we anticipate that our study process will be consistent with TRCA’s objectives and strategies for
sustainability as cited in the TRCA’s Strategic Plan Summary, Moving toward the Living City. It should also be
noted that this study is being undertaken within the context of the Growth Plan which is also based on
sustainability principles.
4. We agree that the Clean Water Act should be discussed as part of this Study and that commitments are made to
continue to address its needs in the future review of stormwater management.
5. If the Study leads to a new transportation corridor alternative, we will look for ways to create a multi-modal
corridor in which other modes of transportation and utilities could be accommodated, where feasible.
6. We have noted your comment that in a truly integrated system, such as that which Regions and municipalities are
trying to achieve, all modes of transportation, including cycling (i.e. ‘active transportation’), need to be considered.

MTO is addressing inter-regional connections, and will be considering opportunities for active transportation
wherever feasible.
7. We agree that it is very important to protect and minimize impacts to natural systems and ecological functions
associated with Provincially Significant Wetlands (PSWs), significant woodlands, Areas of Natural and Scientific
Interest (ANSIs), watercourses, natural hazards and valley lands in the Preliminary Study Area. In response to
your suggestion for greater interaction with the Conservation Authorities within the GTA West Preliminary Study
Area, we are currently making arrangements to meet with each Conservation Authority (CA) and the Niagara
Escarpment Commission to share data and confirm our understanding of the most sensitive features outside of
the built-up areas. We look forward to meeting with you soon to discuss.
8. We thank you for offering updated modelling information on hazard lands such as the Special Policy Area (SPA)
within the flood plain in downtown Brampton. As noted above, we have scheduled a meeting with TRCA on
Wednesday May 20th (9:00 to 11:00 am) to confirm our understanding of the most sensitive areas in the
Preliminary Study Area. We plan to give this matter due consideration.
9. After we meet with individual CAs (as described above) we plan to update our mapping and schedule another
meeting with all the CAs as a group, to confirm that your interests are addressed as the project proceeds through
its remaining activities. Conservation Authorities are welcomed to provide comment, suggestion,
recommendations or request a meeting at any point of the EA Study, not only through the Regulatory Advisory
Group.
In summary, we would like to thank you again for your input, and apologize for the late response. Additional project
information is available on the project website at www.gta-west.com. We look forward to the TRCA’s continued
involvement on this study.
Yours truly,

___________________________
Mr. Jin Wang
Project Coordinator
Provincial and Environmental Planning Office
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
cc:

J. Wang – MTO
H. Garbot – MTO
N. Ahmed – MRC
M. Bricks – Ecoplans Ltd.

_________________________
Mr. Neil Ahmed, P. Eng.
Consultant Project Manager
McCormick Rankin Corporation
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CFN 38974

BY MAIL AND EMAIL (projectteam@gtra-west.com)
Mr. Neil Ahmed
McCormick Rankin Corporation
2655 North Sheridan Way, Suite 300
Mississauga, ON L5K 2P8
Dear Mr. Ahmed:
Re:

Response
Executive
GTA West
Individual
Etobicoke,

to Area Transportation System Problems and Opportunities
Summary - Draft for Consultation
Corridor Environmental Assessment (Guelph to Vaughan)
Environmental Assessment (EA)
Mimico, Humber and Don Watersheds

Report,

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) staff received the GTA West Corridor Area
Transportation System Problems and Opportunities Report, Executive Summary - Draft for
Consultation report dated July 2009 on July 31, 2009. It is our understanding that the Ontario
Ministry of Transportation (MTO) has commenced this study to examine long-term inter-regional
transportation problems and opportunities, and to develop an integrated, multi-modal strategy.
The purpose of this report is to identify future transportation problems and opportunities within
the study corridor.
Staff has reviewed the report and comments are provided in Appendix A. Comments were also
previously provided on the Problems and Opportunities Discussion paper in a letter dated March
13, 2009. Please ensure those comments are also considered when designing the report.

SL/
BY EMAIL
cc:
Ecoplans:
MTO:
Brampton:
Caledon:
TRCA:

Katie Bright (KBright@ecoplans.com)
Jin Wang (JinWang@ontario.ca)
Heide Garbot (Heide.Garbot@ontario.ca)
Chris Duyvestyn (chris.duyvestyn@city.brampton.on.ca)
David Atkins (David.Atkins@caledon.ca)
Carolyn Woodland, Director, Planning and Development
Quentin Hanchard, Manager, Development, Planning and Regulation
Bill Kiru, Manager, Development, Planning and Regulation
Chandra Sharma, Etobicoke/Mimico Watershed Specialist
Gary Wilkins, Humber River Watershed Specialist
Amy Thurston, Project Manager, Watershed Planning, Don River
David Burnett, Manager, Provincial and Regional Policy
Member of Conservation Ontario

5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3N 1S4 (416) 661-6600

FAX 661-6898

www.trca.on.ca
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October 2, 2009

APPENDIX A
1.

The report provides very little discussion on the natural environment. While general
statements are provided throughout the report, staff was expecting to review a greater level
of detail with respect to the natural environment. The report goes into great detail on the
future transportation problems and opportunities, specific transportation problems within the
study area, but does not highlight the known environmental sensitivities and the constraints
they may impose, or how they will be incorporated into the decision making process. A
greater emphasis should be provided on the known natural heritage features and how they
will be incorporated into the decision making process.

2.

It is mentioned several times throughout the report under 'Environment' that congestion
increases fuel consumption and increases air and noise emissions. Staff acknowledges that
congestion is a problem in certain areas of the GTA, however, there is no mention of natural
features or impacts to the natural features. As mentioned above, a greater emphasis on
impacts to the natural heritage features will need to be included in the EA.

3.

Section 6, item 7 (page xiv) states that planning will give due regard to the requirements of
approved provincial environmental protection policies. Other policies also need to be
considered, as not all natural heritage features and functions are captured in provincial
policies. A statement indicating that other policies, such as the Conservation Authorities Act,
should be included in the report. It is also noted in the report that there is an opportunity to
minimize, and potentially avoid impacts to important natural, social, economic and cultural
features at the earliest planning stages. Please indicate when this opportunity will be
provided in this EA process.

4.

The Problems and Opportunities Development Framework outlined on page 10 should also
incorporate a 'natural heritage features' opportunities and constraints phase. It appears as if
the options to provide better linkages between urban growth centres in the GTA West
Corridor Study Area do not consider natural heritage features or functions, based on what is
provided in the framework.

5.

Section 2.2.1 (page 23) Provincial Policy Statement should include a section on Natural
Heritage Features. It provides a brief overview of the PPS on employment, and
infrastructure, but nothing on natural heritage.

6.

Once the EA has been developed to a point where stormwater management will need to be
addressed, staff will require that any proposed structure be constructed such that it:
•
minimizes the number of watercourse crossings;
•
provides the largest span crossings possible based on fluvial geomorphologic
considerations;
•
crosses watercourses at as straight a reach as possible;
•
provides appropriate stormwater management controls.
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January 20, 2010

CFN: 38974

Beth Williston, H.BA, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Environmental Assessments
Planning and Development
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
5 Shoreham Drive
Downsview, ON M3N 1S4
Dear Ms. Williston:
Re:

Response to Comments on the Draft Area Transportation System Problems and Opportunities Report
GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment (Guelph to Vaughan) Individual Environmental Assessment

Thank you for the comments on the Area Transportation System Problems and Opportunities Report outlined in your
October 2, 2009 letter. Agency input is an important component of the consultation process. This letter provides
responses to those comments. We apologize for the delay in responding.
1. The purpose of the Draft Area Transportation System Problems and Opportunities Report is to summarize the
process and methodology that was used to identify transportation problems and opportunities, and to document
the key findings of this work. The environmental sensitivities and constraints in the Preliminary Study Area have
been documented in the Draft Overview of Environmental Conditions and Constraints Working Paper (July 2008),
which is available on the project website (http://www.gta-west.com/reports.html).
Further environmental constraints data was acquired by the Project Team from the Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority and other Conservation Authorities within the Preliminary Study Area from meetings held
with Conservation Authorities (in May 2009) in order to supplement the data in the Draft Overview of
Environmental Conditions and Constraints Working Paper (July 2008). This information will be used by the Project
Team as the EA Study progresses and the range of alternatives become more focused.
The GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment Study is an environmental planning process required by law
to ensure that the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) examines alternative ways of addressing transportation
problems and opportunities in selecting a preferred alternative. When considering alternatives MTO is required to
consider the advantages and disadvantages of the various alternatives on the natural, socio-economic and
cultural environments. The evaluation process outlined in the study Terms of Reference, which was approved by
the Minister of the Environment on March 4, 2008, is designed to select an alternative that avoids, minimizes or
prevents adverse effects to significant environmental features, including land use, natural, socio-economic and
cultural features, to the extent possible. The approved study Terms of Reference is available on the project
website (http://www.gta-west.com/reports.html).
2. As mentioned above, the purpose of the Draft Area Transportation System Problems and Opportunities Report is
to summarize the process and methodology that was used to identify transportation problems and opportunities,
and to document the key findings of this work. The report is focused on explaining the ways in which existing and

planned transportation infrastructure is expected to accommodate the future movement of people and goods. As
the EA Study progresses and the range of alternatives become more focused, assessment of impacts to the
environment such as the natural heritage features will be included in the EA.
3. Comment noted. A reference to the Conservation Authorities Act will be added to the finalized report.
The Project Team has recently developed and assessed a range of transportation improvement alternatives to
address the identified transportation problems and opportunities in the corridor which were presented at the
November 10, 2009 Regulatory Agency Advisory Group and the third round of Public Information Centres held in
November/December 2009. The assessment of these alternatives includes consideration of opportunities to
reduce environmental impacts.
4. The framework shown on Page 10 focuses only on the key steps, tasks and consultation for identifying
transportation problems and opportunities in the Preliminary Study Area. It only includes a summary of the steps
of the evaluation process or the EA process in general. “Natural heritage features” will be included in the
evaluation process that follows the identification of alternatives as they relate to the natural, socio-economic and
cultural environments. The Project Team will also consider renaming the title of the Exhibit to “Transportation
Problems and Opportunities Development Framework” in order to clarify its purpose.
5. The focus of Section 2.2.1 was to outline government policies and initiatives as they relate to transportation and
infrastructure. A summary of how the Provincial Policy Statement addresses Natural Heritage Features is found in
Section 2.3 of the Draft Overview of Environmental Conditions and Constraints Working Paper (July 2008).
6. The nature and location of a transportation solution to address the identified problems in the Preliminary Study
Area has yet to be determined, however your future requirements for stormwater management have been noted.
In summary, we would like to thank you again for your input and again we apologize for the late response. Additional
project information is available on the project website at www.gta-west.com. We look forward to the TRCA’s continued
involvement on this study.
Yours truly,

___________________________
Mr. Jin Wang
Project Coordinator
Provincial and Environmental Planning Office
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
cc:

F. Pravitz – MTO
M. Bricks – Ecoplans Ltd.
K. Wall - AECOM

_________________________
Mr. Neil Ahmed, P. Eng.
Consultant Project Manager
McCormick Rankin Corporation
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EX-198

EX-200

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

GTA West Project Team
"Bentley, Adam (ORC)"
Egeh, Hodan (ORC); Sinnis, Spiro (ORC); Erasmus, Jordan (ORC)
RE: Mapping inquiry
July-12-10 1:16:00 PM
HQ Alt 4-2 and 4-3 with tables Jul 12 10 red.pdf

Dear Mr. Bentley,
Please see enclosed for higher quality PDF images of Alternatives 4-2 and 4-3. Please note that
following PIC #4, the proposed number of lanes may be modified to better consider adjacent land
uses and construction complexities.
Additional details about the project can be viewed on the project website at www.gta-west.com.
Feel free to contact us should you have any questions or wish to provide additional input.
Sincerely,
The GTA West Project Team
From: Bentley, Adam (ORC) [mailto:Adam.Bentley@ontariorealty.ca]
Sent: July 8, 2010 10:01 AM
To: Christiani, Catherine
Cc: Egeh, Hodan (ORC); Sinnis, Spiro (ORC); Erasmus, Jordan (ORC)
Subject: RE: Mapping inquiry
Dear GTA West Project Team,

Thank you for your prompt reply. We reviewed the material on your website but found the maps in
the PDF documents to be of insufficient resolution to use in our internal files. While I understand
that changes could be made to the plans, I would also like to remind you that we are a significant
stakeholder in the GTA West Corridor planning process. If you are unable to provide us with the
relevant CAD and ESRI files, could you at least provide us with much higher resolution maps in PDF?
Sincerely,
Adam.
From: Christiani, Catherine [mailto:CChristiani@ecoplans.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 08, 2010 8:54 AM
To: Bentley, Adam (ORC)
Cc: Sinnis, Spiro (ORC); Egeh, Hodan (ORC)
Subject: RE: Mapping inquiry

Dear Mr. Bentley,
Thanks for your interest in the study.

PDF maps of the carried forward alternatives are available on the project website at:
http://www.gta-west.com/consultation.html#pic.
Additional details about the project can be viewed on the project website at www.gta-west.com.
Feel free to contact us should you have any questions or wish to provide additional input.
Sincerely,
The GTA West Project Team
From: Bentley, Adam (ORC) [mailto:Adam.Bentley@ontariorealty.ca]
Sent: July 6, 2010 10:25 AM
To: project_team@gta-west.com
Cc: Sinnis, Spiro (ORC); Egeh, Hodan (ORC)
Subject: Mapping inquiry
To whom this concerns,
I am currently following this project with Hodan Egeh and Spiro Sinnis and was wondering if you could
provide me with digital maps in CAD (.dwg/.dgn) and GIS (ESRI shapefile) of all the carried forward
alternatives?
Adam Bentley, B.A. (Hons), M. Pl.
Planning Intern
Professional Services - Planning, Appraisal & Surveys
Ontario Realty Corporation
1 Dundas Street West, Suite 2000
Toronto, ON M5G 2L5
adam.bentley@ontariorealty.ca
Phone: 416-326-3582
Fax: 416-212-1131

Please consider our environment before printing this e-mail.
This e-mail message in its entirety (including attachments) is
confidential and is intended only for the addressee(s) named above.
The message contents may contain confidential or privileged information.
Any unauthorized use or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you are not
the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete all copies.
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June 1,2010
,
BY MAIL AND EMAIL (projectteam@gta-west.com)
Mr. Neil Ahmed
McCormick Rankin Corporation
2655 North Sheridan Way, Suite 300
Mississauga, ON L5K 2P8

Dear Mr. Ahmed:
Re:

Response
GTA West
Individual
Etobicoke,

to Draft Alternatives Report
Corridor Environmental Assessment (Guelph to Vaughan)
Environmental Assessment (EA)
Mimico, Humber and Don Watersheds

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) staff received the draft Area Transportation
System Alternatives Report dated April 2010, on April 9, 2010. Additional information was also
provided at the Regulatory Agency Advisory Group (RMG) Meeting on May 7,2010.
The purpose of this report is to examine the transportation alternatives that could address the
inter-regional transportation problems and opportunities identified. Four basic groups were
established based on the list of alternatives, those being:
•
Group 1: Optimize Existing Networks
•
Group 2: New/Expanded Non-Road Infrastructure
•
Group 3: Widen/Improve Roads
•
Gr9uP 4: New Transportation Corridors.
Staff has reviewed the,report and items to consider as well as our areas of concern are identified
below. Detailed comments pertaining to the report are provided in Appendix A.
Alternative Groupings
It is our understanding that the next step in this EA process is to further refine each of the group
alternatives which will ultimately result in the development of the Transportation Development
Strategy. The Group 1 alternative involves innovative and effective ways of improving and
utilizing the structures that already exist. Group 2 involves extensive improvements to transit,
rail, marine and air services and will also include Group 1 alternatives. Group 3 involves the
widening and improvement of existing roads and incorporates recommendations from Groups 1
and 2. Group 4 alternatives incorporate recommendations from all of the alternatives described
above.
While the report notes that many of the transportation problems can be addressed by widening
and improving existing roads and highways (Group 3), it is understood that this will have an
impact on neighbouring communities, except where local bypasses may be required, in which
case there will be impacts to undeveloped lands. The report then states that although new
corridors (Group 4) will have a larger impact on agricultural and natural environments, the
impacts can be mitigated.
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Mr. Ahmed

June 1,2010

Water Management
Watersheds serve an important role in accepting and directing stormwater runoff to our larger
lakes and rivers. There is growing concern regarding impacts to headwater drainage features,
such as urbanization, causing degradation in downstream aquatic systems. Studies suggest
that headwater drainage features are important sources of food, sediment, nutrients and flow to
downstream aquatic systems. They also provide water quality, storage and attenuation
functions. ;
Should the EA determine that the proposed alternative involves construction of a new corridor,
four watersheds may potentially be impacted within our jurisdiction including Etobicoke Creek,
Mimico Creek, the Humber River and the Don River. Each watershed is its own unique feature
making them an integral part of the community in which they exist. Many of these watersheds
have been urbanized, however, there still remain areas such as within the Humber River
Watershed, that are rural and undeveloped that will need to be protected.
Terrestrial; Natural Heritage System
A natural heritage system consists of all of the natural cover in a region and is dependent on the
linkages between and among its parts. The value and lack of knowledge and appreciation for
the ecological goods and services that natural heritage systems provide should not be
underestimated.
By properly integrating infrastructure with natural heritage systems and open
space, habitat fragmentation to natural heritage systems should be reduced.
Items to Consider
TRCA is the largest landholder within the GTA. Large tracts of conservation land serve to protect
and suppolt what little greenspace we have left in our jurisdiction (e.g., Bolton Resource
Management Tract, Claireville Conservation Area, Heart Lake Conservation Area, Albion Hills
Conservation Area, Kortright Centre for Conservation, Boyd Conservation Area), and provide
terrestrial natural heritage linkages throughout the area. As a result, it is expected that any
proposed future alignments will avoid impacts to these conservation lands and routes will need
to be chosen that do not bisect these tracts anymore than already exists.
It is important that the EA consider the greater planning requirements of the study area such as
regional a'1d local municipal Official Plans, Master Plans, watershed plans (Etobicoke/Mimico
Creek, Humber River, Don River) and ongoing source water protection assessment reports and
planning. Mapping of vulnerable areas including wellhead protection areas, significant
groundwater recharge areas and highly vulnerable aquifers are now available as inputs to the
EA, and should be considered to minimize potential effects to potential and future drinking water
supplies. Digital mapping available through TRCA was provided on June 30, 2009 to help
identify areas of TRCA concern.
Additionally, areas of provincial environmental and agricultural significance, as identified and
protected through provincial land use plans such as the Greenbelt Plan, the Oak Ridges Moraine
Conservatibn Plan and the Niagara Escarpment Plan, should be avoided as much as possible.
Specific guidance documents for development or infrastructure projects in these areas have
been prepared by various provincial ministries (Ministry of the Environment, Ministry of Natural
Resources, Ministry of Transportation) and must be consulted and adhered to. We also have a
strong partnership with our regional municipalities (Peel Region, York Region and lower tiered
municipalities) and other organizations, such as Metrolinx, and we hope to have a similar
working partnership with this design team as the EA is developed.
Developinf:) the EA • Areas of Concern
The purpose of the EA is to determine the best possible solution to mitigate expected future
transportation requirements and, at the same time, develop a solution that minimizes impacts to
the natural, social and economic environments. If transportation requirements can be met by
widening and improving existing roads and highways. with supplementation by Groups 1 and 2,
then it would seem reasonable to expand upon the areas that have already been impacted by

June 1,2010

Mr. Ahmed

this type of infrastructure, rather than impacting untouched natural corridors and existing
neighbourhoods and communities. TRCA staff is concerned that this EA is moving forward with
an alternative, such as Group 4, that proposes to not only create a new road corridor, but also
widen existing networks. This approach seems excessive, particularly if transportation
requirements can be met by widening existing networks.
As outlined in the Evaluation Stage 2 table for Alternative 4, the disadvantage to widening
existing highways and constructing ~ new corridor is that there is the potential to impact many
significant natural heritage features, not all of which can be avoided through route selection.
Wetland complexes and areas of natural and scientific interest, for example, are diminishing at a
rapid rate due to development pressures within the GTA, and specifically within the TRCA
jurisdiction.
TRCA staff respectfully requests that strong weighting and evaluation of the natural heritage
criteria be included, and that the ultimate solution not overlook the true impacts to these natural
features. Although it is difficult to assign a cost to the loss of the natural environment, it is
expected that a fair comparison will be provided as the EA is developed and that the preferred
solution and preferred design will limit impacts to these sensitive areas.
Should you have an questions, please contact Sharon Lingertat at extension 5717 or by email
at slin
a
rca.on.ca.
I

IS
,
. A, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Environmental Assessments
Planning and Development
SL/

BY EMAIL
cc:
Ecoplans:
Peel:York:
MTO:
TRCA:

Katie Bright (KBright@ecoplans.com)
Damian Albanese (damian.albanese@peelregion.ca)
Paul Jankowski (paul.jankowski@york.ca)
Jin Wang (Jin.Wang@ontario.ca)
Heide Garbot (Heide.Garbot@ontario.ca)
Carolyn Woodland, Director, Planning and Development
Brian Denney, Chief Administrative Officer/Secretary Treasurer
Quentin Hanchard, Manager, Development, Planning and Regulation
Bill Kiru, Manager, Development, Planning and Regulation
Chandra Sharma, Etobicoke/Mimico Watershed Specialist
Gary Wilkins, Humber River Watershed Specialist
Adele Freeman, Director, Watershed Management
Amy Thurston, Project Manager, Watershed Planning, Don River
David Burnett, Manager, Provincial and Regional Policy

4

Mr. Ahmed

June 1,2010

APPENDIX A
1.

The Factors and Criteria for Assessing Preliminary Planning Alternatives should consider
both potential direct, indirect and cumulative effects. From the information provided, it
appears as if only direct effects are to be assessed.

2.

Table 8-1, Surface Water, does not consider floodplain
lanes or a new corridor.

3.

In Tabl~ 8-1 it should be recognized that most effects cannot be 'measured' and are not
quantifiable. Although the number of watercourse crossings, for example, can be identified
there are complex links between many of these features. As a result, it is recommended that
there be comprehensive integration between disciplines. For example, integration between
hydrogeology and ecology is required to effectively assess potential impacts, and possible
mitigation measures. Currently, the section on groundwater only deals with wellhead
protection areas, and potable water sources, rather than integrating ecological components
such as wetlands and coldwater watercourses. Similarly, the assessment of noise only
considers impacts to people, but should also include potential impacts to wildlife.

4.

The assessment only considers sensitive fish habitat, provincially and locally significant
wetlands, significant wildlife habitat, and permanent watercourses. It is our preference that
all fish habitat, all wetlands, all forest communities, all wildlife habitat and all watercourses
(intermittent and ephemeral, in addition to permanently flowing streams) be included in the
evaluation, not only those that are deemed to be 'significant'. This is necessary to be
consistent with a "systems-based approach" that is advocated by the TRCA, municipalities
and the province of Ontario.

5.

Table 6-1, Land Use/Socio-economic
Environment Factors, does not discuss Conservation
Authority policies, plans, goals, objectives or regulations.

impacts as a result of additional

6. The Evaluation Stage 2 should include a comprehensive

review of natural features and
functions, including minor aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Currently, only 'major' aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems have been included. Similarly, indirect and cumulative impacts
need to be incorporated.

7.

The Evaluation Stage 2 should indicated that all impacts related to widening of existing
transportation corridors will be mitigated, however, it is unclear how a larger footprint, and
removal of terrestrial and aquatic habitats can truly be mitigated.

8.

The Evaluation Stage 2 Environmental
Authorities.

9.

The Evaluation Stage 2 Natural features and functions section should also address impacts
to Conservation Lands.

Protection Policies should also include Conservation

10. Several alternative routes are provided for Group 4 and although some will obviously have a
greater impact on areas to the west, because the eastern limits within TRCA's jurisdiction
main relatively the same for all alignments, impacts to the natural heritage systems will be
similar for all options.
'
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September 15, 2010

Project Number: 109393

Beth Williston, H.BA, MCIP, RPP
Manager, Environmental Assessment
Planning and Development
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
5 Shoreham Drive
Downsview, ON M3N 1S4

Dear Ms. Williston:
RE:

Response to Comments on the Draft Area Transportation System Alternatives Report
GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment (Guelph to Vaughn) Individual Environmental Assessment

Thank you for the comments on the Draft Area Transportation System Alternatives Report outlined in your June 1, 2010
letter. Agency input is an importance component of the consultation process. This letter provides responses to those
comments.
Alternative Groupings


Your comment regarding the Group 4 alternatives has been noted. We will be revising this section as follows
“…some effects can be mitigated through careful environmental planning however, some impacts to natural
heritage features/functions and agricultural lands will be unavoidable”.

Water Management


This phase of the EA will look to identify a route planning “study area” within which routes will be generated in the
next phase of the EA process. Water management will be an important component of evaluating route
alternatives during the next phase of study, which will also include more detailed work such as field investigations,
drainage analysis, and generation of design alternatives at watercrossing’s etc.

Terrestrial Natural Heritage System


We will endeavour to integrate infrastructure with natural heritage systems and open space to minimize habitat
fragmentation in the next phase of study.

Items to be considered


The Ministry will work with TRCA to identify conservation land tracts in future route planning study area – as part
of next stage of EA with a view to minimizing impacts during route generation/evaluation.



Land use information and mapping has been updated during the study through direct consultation with municipal
planning department staff and CAs. In addition, the mapping and information provided by the TRCA on June 30th,
2009 was included in the updated Environmental Assessment Overview of Environmental Conditions and
Constraints Report (dated May 2010) and was considered during the evaluation of transportation alternatives.
This information will be updated as part of Stage 2.



The route planning study area to be identified at the end of this phase to allow a reasonable range of alternatives
to be generated and evaluated. It is recognized that this will include some Greenbelt areas that extend across the
study area (in a north south direction) and some areas of the Niagara Escarpment, if Alternative 4-3 is carried

forward. Impacts to these areas will be minimized where possible during generation/evaluation of route planning
alternatives in the next phase of the EA. The next EA study phase will also be supported by environmental field
work that will include identifying locations of the most sensitive features within these designated areas.

Developing the EA – Areas of Concern


We acknowledge TRCA comments that Group 4 alternatives do have higher natural environment effects than
Group 3 alternatives. That has been recognized and considered in the evaluation. Group 3-1 was identified as
most preferred from a Natural Environment and Cultural perspective and equally preferred as some of the Group
4 alternatives from an economic perspective. However, Group 3-1 has higher Land Use/Social impacts, does not
perform as well from a transportation perspective, has negative impact on the 407 Transitway and has some
significant constructability challenges. Given these issues, Group 3-1 was not carried forward for further
consideration. More detailed information on the evaluation of alternatives and rationale for the preferred
alternatives (as presented at PIC 4) is available on the project website.



The next phase of EA will continue to seek ways to reduce impacts to significant natural heritage features in
TRCA jurisdiction – through route generation and evaluation phases.

Appendix A Comments
1. Indirect impacts (such as noise and air quality, as well as land use) were considered during the evaluation. The
next phase of EA will continue to consider additional evaluation criteria that include direct and indirect impacts at
higher level of detail (including drainage and stormwater management).
2. The evaluation criteria under Surface Water include watershed/sub-watershed drainage features and patterns and
the potential to affect existing drainage systems associated with permanent watercourses, which includes
floodplain impacts as a result of additional lanes or a new corridor.
3. The intent of this analysis was to identify potential effects at a higher/strategic level to determine which
alternatives warranted a higher level of detail. More detailed analysis will be undertaken for the alternatives
recommended to be carried forward.
4. Same as response 3.
5. The municipal land use criteria under the Land Use/Socio-economic Environment Factors is intended to include
land use plans for existing and future residential, community, commercial, employment or industrial areas.
Natural land use areas are taken into consideration under the Natural Environment Factor.
6. Same as response 3.
7. Mitigation will be developed in accordance with MTO Standards and Practices. The extent required (i.e., for a
larger footprint) won’t be known until design alternatives are developed in future study phases.
8. The report has been revised to include Environmental Protection Policies for Conservation Authorities.
9. Same as response 8.
10. The project team agrees that TRCA’s jurisdiction remains relatively the same for the new corridor sections
generated to date and that impacts to the natural heritage systems will be similar for all options. The next study
phase will include generating route alternatives that may have varying levels of impacts on sensitive areas within
the corridor.

In summary, we would like to thank you again for your input. Additional information is available on the project website at
www.gta-west.com. We look forward to the TRCA’s continued involvement on this study.
Yours truly,

Mr. Jin Wang
Project Coordinator
Provincial and Environmental Planning Office
Ontario Ministry of Transportation

cc.

J. Wang – MTO
H. Garbot – MTO
N. Ahmed – MRC
M. Bricks – BPE Inc.
K. Wall – AECOM

Mr. Neil Ahmed, P.Eng.
Consultant Project Manager
McCormick Rankin Corporation

EX-203

September 14, 2010

Project Number: 109393

Jennifer Lawrence
Manager, Environmental Planning
2596 Britannia Road West
RR#2
Milton, ON L9T 2X6

Dear Ms. Lawrence:
RE:

Response to Comments on the Draft Area Transportation System Alternatives Report
GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment (Guelph to Vaughn) Individual Environmental Assessment

Thank you for the comments on the Draft Area Transportation System Alternatives Report outlined in your June 1, 2010
letter. Agency input is an important component of the consultation process. This letter provides responses to those
comments.
Report Overview
 Your comment recommending that all efforts be made to avoid the creation of a new corridor is noted and
understood. The Project Team used a building-block approach which considers optimizing the existing
transportation network and new / expanded non-road infrastructure (such as public transit and rail) prior to the
consideration of widening / improving / building new road infrastructure. This approach gives full consideration to
those transportation improvement techniques that have the least physical impact (optimization and new /
expanded non-road infrastructure) and then, if future needs aren’t entirely met, considers further techniques
where more infrastructure would be required (widening / improving / building new road infrastructure). With full
use of optimization techniques and new / expanded non-road infrastructure initiatives in the Preliminary Study
Area in addition to Metrolinx’ Regional Transportation Plan and GO2020 Transit Strategic Plan, a further 4%
reduction in auto demand could be achieved along with a 10% reduction in longer distance truck demand. Even
with these improvements, road widening (Group 3) and new corridor (Group 4) alternatives were also found to be
required in order to address the remaining 2031 future capacity needs in the study area.
Section 3.5.2


We agree that in Section 3.5.2 under Assessment of Group 2 – Environment the report should note the “potential
impact for increase in resource consumption”.

Section 3.9


Your comment regarding the Assessment of Group 3 and Group 4 has been noted and the text has been revised
accordingly.

Table B-1 Factors and Criteria for Assessing Preliminary Planning Alternatives
a. The factors and criteria used for NGTA and GTA West studies are essentially the same. In some cases the
criteria, forms of measurement or differences between alternatives are documented slightly differently based on
characteristics that are unique to each study area. For example, the GTA West study area refers to specific land
use development pressures in York and Peel Regions – these types of pressures generally do not exist in the
NGTA study area to the same extent. The NGTA refers to tender fruit farms and specialty agricultural operations
which do not exist in GTA West study area. The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) has been used to develop
criteria for both projects. Furthermore, the evaluation criteria for both projects was approved in the Terms of
Reference for each study.

b. As significant woodlands are a planning authority responsibility and the study area crosses various municipalities,
the project team used MNR’s Natural Heritage Reference Manual (Attachment A2) to provide a guideline that
woodlands greater than 40 ha in size should be considered significant. We acknowledge that the linear impact to
a woodlot does not entirely represent the amount of impact but, we use it to provide a fair comparison between
planning alternatives at a high level, during this phase of the EA process. Even these lengths will vary within
corridors, depending on where routes are generated in the next study phase.
c. We acknowledge that the SWHTG identifies wildlife habitat that are not discussed in this section of the report or
taken into consideration at this phase of the EA. However, we feel the presence/absence of significant/sensitive
features and species are also captured under other categories such as designated areas (ESAs, ANSIs, PSW,
NEC and SAR, etc). In addition we acknowledge that permanent and intermittent watercourses both contribute to
downstream water quality and fish habitat. A greater level of detail on environmental features will be obtained in
the next phase of EA and on a narrower study area, when provincial secondary source information is
supplemented by field work, local studies and knowledge, etc.
d.

Similar to the above, a greater level of detail on environmental features (i.e., permanent and intermittent
watercourses) will be obtained in the next phase of EA and on a narrower study area, when provincial secondary
source information is supplemented by field work, local studies and knowledge, etc.

Table B-3 High Level Assessment of Group 3 Alternatives
a. Table B-3 is intended to summarize potential impacts to natural features at a relatively high level of detail – by
acknowledging the numbers and names of natural features (including watercourses) potentially impacted by the
alternative. We don’t state the type of impact because we don’t yet know the exact location where the route will
cross the feature, or on which side of the highway we are widening. Therefore, although we acknowledge that the
expansion of existing highways and culverts could create a barrier to fish passage where none currently exist we
feel the addition of this type of wording (i.e., level of detail on the impact) is not consistent with the level of detail
in the remainder of the table.
We will add SAR in Group 3 alternatives to be consistent with Group 4 alternatives.
In general, we feel that widening existing highways supports the PPS on the protection of Natural Heritage,
Agriculture and Cultural Heritage/Archaeological resources because footprint impacts are contained in an area
(usually the highway right-of-way) that is already disturbed. We acknowledge that some impacts (beyond the
right of way) are still possible, but that in most cases these are “fringe” impacts to natural, agricultural or cultural
areas. Fringe impacts can typically be mitigated using standard mitigation measures and normally result in less
impact than new corridor alternatives.
b. We will add the Mountsberg Wildlife Area ESA to list of natural features for Alternatives 3-1.
c. The information listed under Trafalgar Road is consistent with information presented on other sections of Group 3
alternatives.
d. This change can be made in the report.
Table B-3 – High Level Assessment – Group 4 Alternatives
a/b. We acknowledge that there are areas of tourism and recreation and a number of unevaluated wetlands that have
the potential to be impacted. A greater level of detail on environmental features will be obtained in the next phase
of EA and on a narrower study area, when provincial secondary source information is supplemented by field work,
local studies and knowledge, etc. Additional evaluation criteria that includes direct and indirect impacts at higher
level of detail will also be considered.
c.

We believe the “aggregates and mines” sub factor is appropriately placed under the “Land Use/Socio-Economic
Environment” and were approved in the Terms of Reference.

d. This phase of EA will look to identify a route planning “study area” within which routes will be generated in the
next phase of the EA process. Development pressures resulting from a new corridor will be considered as part of
evaluating route alternatives during the next phase of study, which will also include more detailed work. Land use
surrounding new corridor highways can be controlled to some extent by location of interchanges etc.

e. We will add “including disruption to wildlife movement/corridors and impacts to SAR associated with Niagara
Escarpment” to the Environmental Summary row for Group 4 Alternatives that cross the escarpment.
Your concerns regarding Alternative 4-5, the avoidance of a new escarpment crossing and the impacts that aggregate
operations have on natural heritage features and function as well as groundwater and surface water features have been
noted and will be considered as the study moves forward.
The study team acknowledges the importance of input and information received from Conservation Halton and has taken
your input into consideration during the study process. Some of the information received to date was used to update the
Overview of Environmental Conditions and Constraints Report. Your comments on that draft report and our responses
form part of the updated report (see Appendix A on consultation). Other comments and information you have provided
was used in the evaluation of alternatives, but may not have been mapped, because the level of detail of secondary
source information was not consistent through the entire study area. On a broader level – the Project Team certainly
acknowledges your interest in protecting the natural environment and has developed the study process, and evaluation
criteria as described in the Terms of Reference and as applied and described in subsequent reports (including the Draft
Area Transportation System Alternatives Report) into consideration.
In summary, we would like to thank you again for your input. Additional information is available on the project website at
www.gta-west.com. We look forward to the Conservation Halton’s continued involvement on this study.
Yours truly,

Mr. Jin Wang
Project Coordinator
Provincial and Environmental Planning Office
Ontario Ministry of Transportation

cc.

J. Wang – MTO
F. Pravitz – MTO
H. Garbot – MTO
N. Ahmed – MRC
M. Bricks – BPE Inc.
K. Wall – AECOM

Mr. Neil Ahmed, P.Eng.
Consultant Project Manager
McCormick Rankin Corporation

EX-207

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christiani, Catherine
"Kulpa, Paula (MCL)"
Jim, Katherine; "Teresa_Pattugalan@URSCorp.com"
RE: GTA West Corridor Planning and EA Study
August-10-10 8:12:19 AM
image001.png
image002.png

Dear Ms. Kulpa,
Thanks for your email. We have updated our project contact list based on your comments.
The purpose of the GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment Study is to proactively plan for
future infrastructure needs by examining long-term transportation problems and opportunities to
the year 2031 and consider options to provide better movement of both people and goods
between urban areas in the GTA West Corridor Preliminary Study Area, including designated Urban
Growth Centres. The project team recently completed the fourth round of public consultation (PIC
#4), the purpose of which was to:
Provide the evaluation results of the various transportation alternatives considered;
Present the key elements of a draft multi-modal Transportation Development Strategy; and
Seek public input on the evaluation and the draft Transportation Development Strategy.
In the coming months the Project Team will review all of the comments received from
stakeholders and members of the public regarding the draft Transportation Development Strategy
presented at PIC #4. A draft Transportation Development Strategy Report will be subsequently
prepared to document the consideration of alternatives and the identification of the
Recommended Transportation Development Strategy. This document will be made available for
stakeholder review in late 2010.
For more information about the study and to review study materials, please visit the project
website at: www.gta-west.com.
- Catherine Christiani, on behalf of the GTA West Corridor Project Team
Catherine Christiani, B.URPl, C.EMA
Environmental Planner
Ecoplans Limited | A Member of the MMM Group
2655 North Sheridan Way, Suite 280 | Mississauga, ON L5K 2P8
T: (905) 823-4988, Ext. 1373| F: (905) 823-2669 | E: cchristiani@ecoplans.com
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

"Kulpa, Paula (MTC)"
<Paula.Kulpa@ontario.ca>

To<Teresa_Pattugalan@URSCorp.com>
cc
SubjectGTA West Corridor Planning and EA

08/05/2010 02:46 PM

Study

Teresa,
As the new Heritage Planner for the Central West region, I have taken over the lead for this file at
MTC. Would you be able to update me as to the status of this project?
Additionally, could you please remove both Ragini Dayal (who has left the Ministry) and Karla Barboza
(I will continue to share information with her as necessary) from the project's list serve?
Thank you in advance,
Paula

Paula Kulpa
A/Heritage Planner | Central West
Culture Services Unit | Programs & Services Branch
Ministry of Tourism & Culture
400 University 4th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M7A 2R9
Tel. 1.416.314.7137
Fax. 1.416.212.1802
E-mail: paula.kulpa@ontario.ca

EX-214

From:
To:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:

GTA West Project Team
"Wan, Christopher (CSC)"
"jin.wang@ontario.ca"; "robin.ashdown@ontario.ca"; "Mike Bricks"; Ahmed, Neil; Jim, Katherine
RE: Current and Proposed Highways
November-03-10 11:34:57 AM

Dear Mr. Wan,
Thanks for your interest in the study.
Project mapping is currently available on the project website, via the Maps and Reports Page
(http://www.gta-west.com/reports.html). The Project Team is not currently at a stage to provide
mapping that is more detailed then those currently published on the website.
Additional details about the study can be viewed on the project website at www.gta-west.com.
Feel free to contact us should you have any questions or wish to provide additional input.
Sincerely,
The GTA West Project Team
From: Wan, Christopher (CSC) [mailto:Christopher.Wan@ontario.ca]
Sent: October-27-10 3:55 PM
To: project_team@gta-west.com
Subject: FW: Current and Proposed Highways

Hi
I work with the Ministry Municipal Affairs and Housing and currently we are trying to create
a map of the current and propose public transit infrastructure for Greater Golden
Horseshoe.
Can you provide me with the GTA West Corridor in GIS format (Shapefile)?
Thanks!
Chris

Christopher Wan
GIS Specialist (A)
GIS Unit
Information, Integration and Analysis Branch
Information Management and Planning Division
Community Services I&IT Cluster
777 Bay St., 14th Floor
Toronto, ON - M5G 2E5
Tel: 416-585-6122

EX-217
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METROLINX

...

20 Bay Street, Suite 600
Toronto, ON M5J 2W3

_

20 rue Bay, bureau 600
Toronto, ON M5J 2W3

www.melrolinx.com WNW.gotransitcom

Phone: (416) 874-5949
Fax: (416) 869-1794

December 13,2010

Email: Oan iel.Haufschild@metrolinx.com

Ms. Patricia Boeckner
Director, Transportation Planning Branch
Ministry ofTrall sporlation
Suite 3000, 777 Bay Street
Toronto, ON M7A 2.1 8

DcaI' Ms. Boeckner:
Subject: Niagara - GTA and GTA Wes! Executive Summaries/or lite Trallsportation
Developmellt Strategy Reports

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments 0 11 the Draft Executive Summaries fo r the
Niagara - GTA and GTA West Transportation Development Strategy Reports. Metrolinx
including GO Transit stafT have actively participated in the consultation meetings and appreciate
the opportunity to provide input and direction to thi s ongo ing initiative.
Our comments on the overall directions of the Studies are outlined below. Additional
clarifications and editorial comment s are provided in Attachment A and B:

Gcncral co mments:
Our general comments on both reports focus on the way in which goods movement has been
treated in the studi es.
Throughout thi s study and in earlier communications we have stressed the need to separate out
the analysis for the movement of people and the movement of goods. As you are aware the
Metrolinx Ac t requires that the Regional Transportation Plan conform to the Growth Plan for the
Greater Go lde n Horseshoe. Policy 3.2.4. 1 of the Growth Plan states that " the first priority for
highway investment is to facilitate the efficient movement of goods" .
The Big Move, whieh is the first Regional Transportation Plan developed under the Metrolinx
Act, acknO\\'ledges the inclusion of the transportation corridors under study in the 25 year plan
for regional rapid transit and hi ghway network. As such, it has becn our expectation that should
the NGTA and OTA W corridor stud ies recommend highway investments, that these would be
just ified on the basis of the need to move goods. Whi le we are aware that some ana lysis may
have been dOlle in this respect, we do not find that the reports as currelltl y presented adequately
demonstrate th is need.
Overall , the studies provide limited information about how goods movcment will affect and/or be
affected by the recommcnded transportation development strateg ies. The focus on alleviating
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highway congestion is not an adequate justification for new highway corridors if the majority of
congestion relief primarily benefits the private automobile.
We note that the studies estimate that there will be a 10% diversion of truck traffic from the road
network by 2031. It is not clear from the analysis how this figure \\'as derived and what measures
are either in place or recommended to achieve it.
Going forward, we will look to the final transp0l1atioll development strategies to provide a
stronger justification for new higl1\vay corridors on the basis of goods movement as a distinct
component of the transpOJ1ation system.
In addition to these general comments, we have provided additional clarifications and editorial
comments in Attachment A and B.
Once again I would like to thank you for the opportunity to provide cOlllments on the Executive
Summaries for the Niagara - GTA and GTA West Transp0l1ation Development Strategy
Reports. If you have any questions or concerns regarding the issues identified in this letter,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

"-

t\L__,Ld:-~~~'---:-=: '

Daniel Haufschild
Director, Policy and Planning, Metrolinx

Cc:

Jin Wang, Project Manager, GTA West, MTO
Roger Ward, Project Manager, NGTA, MTO
Joe Perrotta, Manager, Provincial Planning Office
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ATTACHMENT A - Niagara GTA Co ...idor
•

Page iii - Metrolinx (remm'e and GO Transit) "Quick-Wins"

•

Page ii i - The Big 5 Metrolinx Big Move Projects - just li st the projects rather than
groupi ng them.

•

Page v, 41h paragraph - ... incorporating non-roadway in fras tructure improvements and
expansion before considering the widening ofexisting roadways 01' the provision of new
roads ...

•

Page xi - the discussion around new transit provisions is pretty stream lined here .
"Hami lton-Focused Inter-Regional Transit Service" and "New Inter-Regional Transit
Links between UGC's" could be combined, although we can see how you broke them out
for medium-term and longer-term action. The section on Hamilton-Focused Transit
Services could use some additional language to describe the hub and spoke system.

•

Page xxiv - Smart COlllmute (not Commuter)

•

Page xxv - Improved Connections between (remove Inter-Regional) GO Transit
Services ...

i ll

the NGTA Area.
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ATTACHMENT B -GTA West CO'Tidor
•

Generally, the Province has anllounced an inaugural rail service to KW to be rolled out
by the end of2011 providing t\',:o peak period trips in to Union Station and out from
Union Station during week days. This should be reflectcd somehow in the rep0l1

•

Page 14 - In the 15 Year Plan from the Metrolinx RTP:
Hurontario Rapid Transit from P0I1 Credit to Maxfield
Add .lane Rapid Transit from Vaughan Metropolitan Centre to Bloor Street
Add rail service between Union Station and LBPearson International Airport
Add expansion on Milton and Gcorgetown corridors to all~day bi~directiollal rail
service.
Add possible rail service extensions to Cambridge and Kitchener~Waterioo
Add peak period rail service to Bolton from Union Station
Add Express Rail from Union Station to Downtown Brampton

•

Page 14 - in the 25 Year Plan from the Metrolinx RTP:
... services in Halton connecting (remove both Burlington and) downtown
Milton ...
Bullets four and five apply on an ongoing basis, not just in the 26 year plan perhaps they could be moved to the beginning?

•

Page 14 - Delete the section on the GO 2020 Strategic Plan - it will be covered in the
section above.

•

Pages 16 to 18 - There is good information in here, but it could be more streamlined and
incorporate current plans differently - reading like an extension of The Big Move.
Suggest the following organization:
GO Transit has recently begun operating bus services in the western part of the
GTA West study area. The services have been well~received and ridership has
grown tremendously since the services have been introduced. This suggests that
there are opportunities to attract riders to regional travel routes in this area. The
Province is responding to that demand and has recently announced a new rail
service extension from Georgetown to Kitchener~Waterloo. LeI's nol falk abolll
what GO Transit is nol doing.
New transit services should expand on the concepts underlying The Big Move by
Connecting UGC's - including beyond the GTA West Study area.
Applying the Mobility Hub concept to hubs outside the GTHA in order to
create seamless transfers between carriers. Be carefiil here ... FMC, PIA,
down/own Millon and down/own Brompton are already ident(fied as
A10bililY Hubs ill 71w Big Move.
So, I think there are three points here
Provide more transit
Connect UGC's
In the UGC's, advance the Mobility Hub concept.

Catherine Christiani
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Wang, Jin (MTO) <Jin.Wang@ontario.ca>
October-28-11 1:34 PM
Fillingham, Kate
Mota, Steve; Ashdown, Robin (MTO); Catherine Christiani; Neil Ahmed
RE: MTO contact & the GTA West Corridor study

Hi Kate:
Thanks for your email.
I can advise you that MTO and York Region have been coordinating the GTA West Corridor Study and the Mid‐York East‐
West Transportation Improvements Study.
In fact, I am sitting on the Technical Advisory Committee for the York Region study which is managed by Mr. Steve
Mota; And Steve is a member of Municipal Advisory Group for the GTA West Corridor study.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any further questions.
Regards,
Jin Wang
Project Coordinator
Provincial Planning Office
Ministry of Transportation, Ontario
Tel: 416‐585‐7246
Fax: 416‐585‐7324

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Fillingham, Kate [mailto:kfillingham@liberal.ola.org]
Sent: October 25, 2011 2:38 PM
To: Wang, Jin (MTO)
Subject: FW: MTO contact & the GTA West Corridor study

Hello Mr. Wang,
I understand you've been in contact with our constituent
re: the GTA West Corridor Study. She is determined to find out if this
MTO project is coordinating with The Region of York regarding an
expansion (basket of links to the 400) they are undertaking in the same
area. Are you able to confirm that there is communication between MTO
and York Region re: the GTA West Corridor Study?

Your help with this is appreciated,
Kate Fillingham
Office of Dr. Helena Jaczek, MPP
Oak Ridges ‐ Markham
1

OntMO

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

PLEASE REPlYTO:
TED ARNOn; MPP
181 ST. AN DREW STREET EAST
2nd FLOOR
FERGUS, ONTARIO
N1M lP9

Wellington-Halton Hills Provincial Riding Office
Fergus, Ontario
July 19, 2011
The Hon. Kathleen Wynne, MPP
Minister of Transportation
Ferguson Block
3rd FIr
77 Wellesley St W
Toronto ON M7A 1Z8

TEL (519) 787-5247
TOLL FREE: 1-800-265-2366
E-Mail: ted.arnottco@pcola,org

~~©~Ow~[Q)
JUL 2 6 2011
ccu

Dear Minister:
Enclosed is a letter you should have received from the Town of Halton Hills. It concerns Council's
Resolution No. 2011-0173, passed unanimously, regarding the GTA West Corridor Environmental
Assessment Transportation Development Strategy Report. A copy of that report is also enclosed.
You will note that Council adamantly opposes the new east-west corridor through the
agricultural and rural areas of Halton Hills from the north-south component to Tremaine Road
(formerly Alternative 4-3) due to significant impacts on the Town's agriculture and rural fabric
and inconsistency with the Province's, Region's and Council's vision of Halton Hills under the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe.
The Town has also offered what they believe is a viable alternative to Alternative 4-3. The Town
supports the transportation improvements outlined in the Halton-Peel Boundary Area
Transportation Study (HPBATS), consistent with Alternative 4-2, to accommodate the GTA West
transportation demands to 2031 through Halton Hills. I would urge you to give serious
consideration to the Town's position on this proposal.
On June 23, 2011, I attended a community meeting with hundreds of my constituents to hear
their ideas and concerns regarding your Government's plans. People there were decidedly
opposed to Alternative 4-3. In fact, if you had been there, you would have heard quite an earful.
For all of these reasons, I strongly urge you to give every consideration to the Town's position. I
would appreciate if you would respond directly to the Town at your earliest convenience and issue
a copy of your response to my Queen's Park office.

.../2

You may also know that on June 23,2011, I requested a comprehensive briefing from officials
with your Ministry to go over the latest developments of the GTA West Corridor Study,
specifically as they affect Wellington-Halton Hills. When can this briefing take place? I would
hope you will be able to attend as well.
Thank you for your attention to this very important matter.
Sincerely

~!1 A~JfTed Arnott, MPP
Wellington-Halton Hills
TA:sy
c: Mr. Rick Bonnette, Mayor, Town of Halton Hills
Ms. Suzanne Jones, Town Clerk

Catherine Christiani
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Lawrence <jlawrence@hrca.on.ca>
January-23-12 12:56 PM
Neil Ahmed; Wall, Karin; Catherine Christiani
Milton Heights Resident's Group

Further to our meeting last week, the following is the contact information for the Milton Heights Resident’s Group (I’m not
sure if they have an official name):

Jennifer

Jennifer Lawrence, BES, MCIP, RPP | Manager, Environmental Planning

Conservation Halton
t: 905‐336‐1158 ext.266| f: 905‐336‐6684
2596 Britannia Road West, Burlington ON L7P 0G3
www.conservationhalton.ca
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Catherine Christiani
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dave Hodgson <davidhodgson@rogers.com>
May-25-12 9:11 AM
Catherine Christiani; 'Jennifer Lawrence'
jin.wang@ontario.ca; Neil Ahmed; karin.wall@aecom.com
RE: GTA West

Catherine:
I spoke with Jennifer this morning and I think that I answered her question to her satisfaction.
Dave
Dave Hodgson A. Ag.
DBH Soil Services Inc
217 Highgate Court
Kitchener Ontario N2N 3N9
(519) 578-9226
davidhodgson@rogers.com

From: Catherine Christiani [mailto:CChristiani@ecoplans.com]
Sent: May-24-12 1:23 PM
To: Jennifer Lawrence (jlawrence@hrca.on.ca); davidhodgson@rogers.com
Cc: jin.wang@ontario.ca; Neil Ahmed; karin.wall@aecom.com
Subject: FW: GTA West

Hi Jennifer,
Sorry I missed your call today.
As per your message, if you do have any follow‐up questions regarding the agricultural evaluation, David Hodgson
would be the best person to talk too.
Dave – can you please call Jennifer to review the question and answer to #2 below? Jennifer can be reached at 905‐336‐
1158 ext. 266.
Thanks very much,
Catherine

_________________________
Catherine Christiani, MCIP, RPP
Environmental Planner
Ecoplans | A member of MMM Group
t: 905.823.4988 x1373 | f: 905.823.2669

From: Catherine Christiani
Sent: May-23-12 1:57 PM
To: Jennifer Lawrence (jlawrence@hrca.on.ca)
Cc: 'jin.wang@ontario.ca'; Neil Ahmed (NAhmed@mrc.ca); karin.wall@aecom.com; davidhodgson@rogers.com
Subject: RE: GTA West
1

Hi Jennifer,
See below for the Project Team’s responses in red text.
We apologize for the delay in getting back to you.
Catherine

_________________________
Catherine Christiani, MCIP, RPP
Environmental Planner
Ecoplans | A member of MMM Group
t: 905.823.4988 x1373 | f: 905.823.2669

From: Jennifer Lawrence [mailto:jlawrence@hrca.on.ca]
Sent: April-24-12 3:54 PM
To: Catherine Christiani
Subject: GTA West
Hi Catherine,
I’ve had an opportunity to review the powerpoint presentation that was given at the workshop a couple of weeks ago. I
apologize again for not being able to attend. I have a couple of questions that I’m hoping you can provide clarification on:
1. Slide 14 indicates that Kelso Conservation Area could be impacted by a new corridor. Could you provide a little
more description of what those possible impacts could be. I assume they may be related to any connector ramps
but if you could confirm that would be helpful. Correct – the potential ramp eastbound on Highway 401 to the
proposed GTA West Corridor would be required to encroach onto CH lands and those of the Country Heritage
Park. The connections would be elevated ramps on sloped fills to carry the ramps over the Highway 401 lanes.
2. Slide 21 notes that between 130-140 ha of Class 1-3 agricultural lands could be impacted by a 401 widening
scenario. Could you confirm how many of those hectares are already designated for urban development? We
have been careful to avoid including agricultural lands where development is planned.
3. Slide 26 indicates that a fish species at risk could be impacted by the Highway 401 widening scenario however,
based on figures presented later in the presentation, it’s likely that any connector ramps to the 401 near Tremaine
Road would need to cross redside dace habitat. I would recommend that both options would likely have impacts
on species at risk. Agreed – based on DFO mapping and preliminary knowledge of the study area (through other
studies like Tremaine Road), I would suggest that all options could impact SAR (Redside Dace and/or Jefferson
Salamander) – new corridors and widening. SAR will be confirmed through field work in Stage 2 of EA.
I will circulate the presentation to staff for review and will provide comprehensive comments for consideration shortly.
Thanks.
Jennifer

Jennifer Lawrence, BES, MCIP, RPP | Manager, Environmental Planning

Conservation Halton
t: 905‐336‐1158 ext.266| f: 905‐336‐6684
2596 Britannia Road West, Burlington ON L7P 0G3
www.conservationhalton.ca
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TRANSMITTAL
To: Sharon Lingertat
Senior Planner, Environmental Assessments
Planning and Development
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
5 Shoreham Drive
Downsview, ON M3N 1S4

Date:

June 13, 2012

Project #: 3331840‐001‐001
Delivery:

Courier

Re: GTA West Corridor Environmental Assessment Study
Public Information Centre #5 Materials
Dear Ms. Lingertat,
As requested in your May 28, 2012 letter and email, enclosed is a hardcopy and CD copy of the PIC
displays presented at Public Information Centre #5.
Sincerely,
Catherine Christiani, on behalf of the GTA West Project Team

For your comment
For your information
For your action

For your use
As requested

Per: Catherine Christiani
Ecoplans | A member of MMM Group

Catherine Christiani
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Catherine Christiani
June-18-12 9:25 AM
'Alexandra Barrett'
'Robert Sinclair'; frank.pravitz@ontario.ca
RE: Add request for mailing list

Good Morning Alexandra,
Thanks for your email.
You are on our project contact list and I have confirmed that you were sent the May 22, 2012 email notification
regarding PIC #5. We did not receive any notification that the email to you was not delivered / bounced back. Could you
perhaps check to see if the email went to your junk mail folder? If you can’t find it, please let me know and I will contact
IT in order to correct this issue in the future.
Rob Sinclair is not currently on our project contact list, but has just been added. I didn’t receive notification that he
should be added to the contact list, so I apologize for that mix up.
Catherine Christiani, on behalf of the GTA West Project Team

_________________________
Catherine Christiani, MCIP, RPP
Environmental Planner
Ecoplans | A member of MMM Group
t: 905.823.4988 x1373 | f: 905.823.2669

From: Alexandra Barrett [mailto:Alexandra.Barrett@powerauthority.on.ca]
Sent: June-14-12 12:52 PM
To: 'project_team@gta-west.com'
Cc: Robert Sinclair
Subject: Add request for mailing list

Hello, Rob Sinclair and I did not receive the May 22, 2012 mailout to the GTA West project team, although we had
received earlier communications. Could you please verify that we are included in the mailing list?
Thank you
Alexandra Barrett
Planner, Power Systems Planning
Ontario Power Authority
T: 416-969-6215
F: 416-967-1947
This e-mail message and any files transmitted with it are intended only for the named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is privileged, confidential
and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient(s), any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail message or
any files transmitted with it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender immediately
and delete this e-mail message.
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Catherine Christiani
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Catherine Christiani
July-12-12 8:21 AM
'Sharon Lingertat'
Neil Ahmed (NAhmed@mrc.ca)
RE: GTA West Update Meeting with TRCA Staff

Hi Sharon,
Due to the fact that the Preliminary Route Planning Study Area (Updated May 2012) is not yet final and refinements are
still being made, we are not distributing the mapping in any other form besides the PDF that you were given.
Catherine

________________________
Catherine Christiani, MCIP, RPP
Environmental Planner
Ecoplans | A member of MMM Group
t: 905.823.4988 x1373 | f: 905.823.2669

From: Sharon Lingertat [mailto:SLingertat@trca.on.ca]
Sent: July-11-12 8:34 PM
To: Catherine Christiani
Subject: RE: GTA West Update Meeting with TRCA Staff
Hi Catherine,
As part of the PIC material sent to us, there was a figure with the updated corridor alignment. Is it possible to get the
corridor alignment as a CAD or shape file?
Thanks,
Sharon Lingertat
Senior Planner, Environmental Assessment Planning
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
Ph: 416-661-6600 ext, 5717
Fx: 416-661-6898
Web: www.trca.on.ca

"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT WHEN DECIDING TO PRINT THIS MESSAGE*

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority Confidentiality Notice:

1

The information contained in this communication including any attachments may be confidential, is intended only for use of the recipient(s) named above, and may
be legally privileged. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,disclosure or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please resend this communication to the sender and delete it
permanently from your computer system.

Thank you."
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project_team@gta-west.com
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sharon Lingertat <SLingertat@trca.on.ca>
August-28-12 9:33 AM
Jin.Wang@ontario.ca
Frank.Pravitz@ontario.ca; George.Ivanoff@ontario.ca; project_team@gta-west.com; Carolyn
Woodland; Beth Williston; Leilani Lee-Yates; Chandra Sharma; Gary Wilkins
38974 - GTA West and 410 Connections
38974 - 410 Connections.pdf

Hi Jin,
Further to our conference call on July 31, please find attached a letter summarizing our concerns for this particular area.
Please give me a call if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Sharon

Sharon Lingertat, B.Sc. (Hons), MCIP, RPP | Senior Planner, Environmental Assessment Planning | Toronto and Region Conservation Authority | 5 Shoreham
Drive | Toronto, ON | M3N 1S4 | 416-661-6600 ext. 5717 |  slingertat@trca.on.ca | www.trca.on.ca |
Please consider the environment before printing this email



"*PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT WHEN DECIDING TO PRINT THIS MESSAGE*

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority Confidentiality Notice:

The information contained in this communication including any attachments may be confidential, is intended only for use of the recipient(s) named above, and may
be legally privileged. If the reader of the message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,disclosure or copying of
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please resend this communication to the sender and delete it
permanently from your computer system.

Thank you."
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CFN 38974

August27,2012
BY MAIL AND EMAIL (Jin.Wang@ontario.ca)
Mr. Jin Wang
Ontario Ministry of Transportation
777 Bay Street, Suite 300
Toronto, ON M7 A 2J8

Dear Mr. Wang:
Re:

GT A West Corridor Environmental Assessment
Highway 410 Connection Alternatives

Study

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), Ministry of Transportation and consulting staff participated
in a conference call on July 31,2012 to exchange information regarding the properties located within the
Mayfield West Industrial Lands (north of Mayfield Road between Heart Lake Road and Dixie Road). The
discussion was an information sharing session focusing on existing natural features, sensitivities, future
development and commitments to protecting these features.
As a follow-up to our discussion, staff wanted to reiterate our concerns regarding future possible connections
from the new highway to Highway 410 (specifically concepts 3, 4 and 5), and potential impacts to the significant
features located both within the Mayfield West Industrial Lands and south of Mayfield Road, west of Highway
410, as shown on the GTA West Corridor Planning and EA Study - Stage 1, Town of Caledon WorkshOp
boards.
Mayfield West Industrial Lands
•
The large central forest is TRCA owned land that was transferred into public ownership through the federal
Ecological Gifts Program. This woodlot contains Provincially Significant Wetlands (PSW) which have been
evaluated and mapped by the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR).
•
A second wetland just north of Mayfield Road and south ofthe central woodlot/wetland has also been
evaluated as a PSW.
•
Feature based water monitoring for the large central forest is being completed as a study requirement for
the proposed Mayfield West Industrial Subdivision and related Site Plan applications to ensure predevelopment hydroperiods are maintained in the post-development conditions. The other PSW and
westerly woodlot require further assessment as part of the proposed development, which will include a
feature based water balance assessment.
.
•
This is a unique area in that all three features are hydrologically connected. The southerly PSW and
westerly woodlot are connected by a valley corridor which is to be maintained and enhanced, as negotiated
through the development planning process. A connection to the large TRCA owned woodlot will also
remain. Buffers have been determined around these sensitive features to ensure the systems are
maintained.
•
It is our intent that the south PSW and west woodlot, along with the connecting valley feature, will also come
into public ownership through the planning process to form part of a larger natural heritage system within the
Heart Lake PSW complex, and the Etobicoke Creek and Humber River watersheds. TRCA staff has already
observed significant impacts to the Heart Lake PSW Complex as a result of the Highway 410 extension,
which has altered drainage patterns and permanently changed the hydrology of some of the wetlands.
•
This area contains several headwater drainage features of both the Etobicoke Creek and Humber River
watersheds. As part of the land use planning process, these features are being assessed to determine their
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form and functions. Appropriate measures to mitigate impacts to these headwater drainage features are
being examined to ensure their functions continue post development.
,
Consideration will need to be given as to where compensation can potentially take place, considering the
lands within this general area are proposed for future development.

In addition, potential alignments connecting on the west side of Heart Lake Road (concept 6) and on the east
side of Dixie Road (concept 7) were discussed. Impacts to features along those routes will need to be reviewed
once further detail is provided. However, based on a desktop review, those options appear to have fewer
impacts to existing features than concepts 3, 4 and 5. All options, with the exception of concept 6, will involve a
reconfiguration of the Highway 41 O/Mayfield Road interchange, adjacent to or within the buffer area for the
Heart Lake PSW Complex.
These forests, wetlands, headwater drainage features and valley stream corridors make up the Natural Heritage
System (NHS) for the headwaters of the Etobicoke Creek and Humber River. Their maintenance on the
landscape is important not only for Natural Heritage values, but also for their role in maintaining the hydrology of
these watersheds. The function of these headwater features to convey and control the regulatory storm flows is
critical for managing downstream flooding. Without the function of these features, additional pressures will be
placed on the urban stormwater management Infrastructure. As an example, TRCA is working in partnership
with the City of Brampton on urban flooding issues within the Countryside Villages development, south of the
Mayfield West Industrial Lands. It was recommended that MTO contact the City of Brampton to further discuss
the proposed GTA West connecting routes, and the potential urban drainage and flooding issues.
As with all new transportation corridors, it is our preference to avoid the construction of structures through
natural heritage systems, particularly lands in which sensitive features and functions, and natural corridor
connections have already been established. We are concerned, given the advanced state of the land use
planning in this area, that the NHS that has been identified for protection may be diminished or otherwise
negatively impacted by the proposed transportation corridor. We look forward to further involvement as the
various alignments for the GTA West Corridor are developed through the Environmental Assessment process.
Should you have any questions please contact me at extension 5717 or bye-mail

Sharon Lingertat
Senior Planner, Environmental
Planning and Development
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